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“Jack Cashill has researched, organized, and documented all aspects of this intrigue in
an outstanding and readable style. He has provided the needed resolution to wnally end
the xyz {00 conspiracy. |t is}by far}the most thorough, insightful, and believable
accounting of that tragedy.~}  , former x  board member and C
commentator on xyz {00“|n this etraordinary book, Jack Cashill}zmericas greatest
investigative reporter}provides ne and overhelming evidence that the ocial
eplanation of xyz {00 from the Clintons couldnt possibly be true, and that
something is very, very rong at both the | and the C|z.~}Hx . ,
former ational |ntelligence Council vice chairman“Jack Cashill has done it again. He is
one of the great investigative ournalists in zmerica, at a time that it has become a
lost art. |n his ne book, xyz {00 xhe Crash, the Coverp and the Conspiracy, he
alks us through one of the most important and revealing stories of the last tenty
years. He also presents ne evidence and fresh perspectives, linking the coverup to
todays presidential race.~} z, editor of zccuracy in edia and
producer of the aardinning documentary xyz {00 xhe earch for the xruth“Jack
Cashill has orked tirelessly for almost tenty years to bring the truth of hat really
happened to xyz light {00 to the public, and most of all, to the families ho lost

loved ones on that ight. ecause | lost my son, on oany, that fateful night of July
, }and never believed the government line about a spark in the center fuel tank
}| am forever indebted to Jack. xhis book is a compelling read laying out the facts of
hat really happened. |t is a book you ont be able to put don. xhank you, Jack~}
| z |CH , family member of xyz {00 victim xyz {00z|  “z
transparent fraud eposed |n 2003 Jack and | rote irst trike, an account of the
xyz light {00 shootdon, eposing evidence uncovered as of 2003. o, in 20,
Cashill tells a compelling story based on evidence uncovered over the last nineteen plus
years. |t is a book that should be a runaay best seller}but ill not. ominant eastern
media, led by the e ork ximes, has far too much to lose, as do the ational ecurity
tate and important political players from .~}Jz

z , author of xhe

oning of xyz light {00“utstanding Cocounsel ark ane and | had the honor of
bringing Jim and iz anders civil rights lasuit against eight government ocials ho
participated in the coverup. ater, | had the pleasure of prosecuting ay ahrs |z
lasuit. zstonishingly, to keep the truth of the missile strike from the zmerican
people, the government concealed all the physical evidence, and the eyeitness
accounts, ith the cooperation of the media. |n xyz {00, Jack Cashill proves it,
succinctly.~}JH Cz, attorneyxhis tet refers to an alternate kindleedition
edition.zbout the zuthorJack Cashill is a eekly contributor to the yorldetaily yeb
site and ecutive ditor of |ngram s agazine, a business publication based in ansas
City, issouri. Cashill has ritten for ortune, xhe yashington ost, xhe yall treet
Journal, and xhe yeekly tandard. His previous titles include
zmerica,

nake Handling in id

ucker unch xhe eft Hook that azed zli and illed ing s ream, and

opes and ankers z Cultural History of Credit ¡ ebt, rom zristotle to z|.xhis
tet¢refers¢to¢an¢alternate¢kindleedition¢edition.

xhe book by Jack Cashill has a rating of £ out of ¤.. 300 people have provided
feedback.
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